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Why is this a great book for financial advisors?

● Dismal news
● Inspiring trust
● Your calling



Terrorism! ISIS! War! Crime! Famine! Flood! 
Climate! Poverty! Trudeau! Trump! Assad!

● Doom and gloom everywhere
● Civilization is on a collision course - Naomi Klein
● Human beings are a predatory and destructive species - John Gray
● Society used to live in harmony with nature. Really?



Johan Norberg

● “One of the countries on which I focused my 
studies experienced chronic undernourishment - 
it was poorer, with shorter life expectancy and 
higher child mortality than the average 
sub-saharan African country. That country 
was…”

● SWEDEN
● JUST 150 YEARS AGO!



Humanity’s Greatest Achievement - Industrialization
1. Food
2. Sanitation
3. Life expectancy
4. Poverty
5. Violence
6. The environment
7. Literacy
8. Freedom
9. Equality

10. The next generation



1. Food: Pre-industrial France, one of the 
wealthiest countries in history...

● 26 national famines in the 11th century
● 2 national famines in the 12th century
● 4 national famines in the 14th century
● 7 national famines in the 15th century
● 13 national famines in the 16th century
● 11 national famines in the 17th century
● 16 national famines in the 18th century
● … along with hundreds of local famines
● Due to lack of calories, people could not work hard enough to produce enough 

food to be able to work hard



Then came the industrial revolution
● Farmers gained property rights and with them an incentive to produce more
● Borders opened and trade and specialization grew
● Carl Bosch of BASF synthesized fertilizer on an industrial scale, cheap and 

abundant
● 150 years ago: 25 men working all day harvested and threshed a ton of grain
● Today: with combine harvester, it takes…

●  six minutes 
● Farm productivity is up 2,500-fold



The freedom to choose one’s work and reap the 
rewards made all the difference

● Two billion people have been freed from a state of hunger in the last 25 years
● By 2013 only one country had less than 2,000 calories per person: Zambia
● From 1961 to 2009 farmland increased by only 12% while farm production 

increased by 300%
● Death toll from famine is 50 times lower than it was 100 years ago, with four 

times the population



2. Sanitation

● Most of the illness in the world is still caused by waterborne diseases
● In 1982 only 2% on New York’s homes had water connections
● European cities were filled with huge piles of human and animal excrement
● Rivers and lakes were foetid swamps
● Since 1990 2.6 billion people gained access to an improved water source
● In 1980 24% of people had proper sanitation; 68% in 2015
● Today, 80% of water in developing countries is used for agriculture and only 

1% or irrigation uses efficient drip systems - huge room to improve!



3. Life expectancy ● Before 1800 no country had a 
life expectancy above 40

● In 1900 world life expectancy 
was 31, it is now 71

● Late 1700’s - vaccination
● 1928 - antibiotics - Fleming
● Polio reduced 99% since 1988
● Vaccination has reduced 

neonatal deaths by tetanus by 
96% since 1988

● Measles deaths down 96% 
since the early 1980s



Industrialization and its wealth accelerate health

● Ideas are shared, transmitted faster
● H1N1 flu of 2009: gene sequenced in one day, genome published within a 

week, vaccines produced in three months
● Repeated research papers forecast an approaching ceiling to life expectancy

○ On average, ceiling broken five years after publication



4. Poverty: what you have until you create wealth

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XsIFgiXY2VE-64udAdBTQY3ZiBmNdtqc6L6DU_KY9tg/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=60000


Vanishing poverty under even partial capitalism

● GDP per capita increased by 50% between 1 CE and 1820
● England 1820-1850 real income rose 100%, achieving in 30 years what would 

have taken thousands of years
● Karl Marx thought the poor would become poorer under capitalism
● During his life Englishmen became 300% richer
● 90% of Chinese were in extreme poverty in 1981, only 10% today
● 2000-2011: per capita income in world’s low and middle income countries 

doubled in just ten years
● 1990-2015 extreme poverty reduced by 138,000 per day, total of 1.25 billion
● People who believe in the future also invest more in the future



5. Violence ● Rule of law, not of people
● Moral individualism, responsibility
● Longer life→ higher value of life
● Trade: others are potential assets
● 20th century the least violent ever?
● Where goods don’t cross borders, 

soldiers will - Bastiat
● Free trade and economic 

interdependence have a greater 
effect than democracy



6. The environment ● London, 1952: up to 12,000 killed by the 
Great Smog

● Ocean oil spill vol down 99% 1970-2014
● Global forest loss 0.0008%/yr now
● Today’s car in motion emits less pollution 

than a 1970s car did turned off, due to 
gasoline vapour leakage! Whaaat!!

● Pollution and chemicals cause no more 
than 3% of cancers, mostly workplace

● Risk of death from extreme climate 
events fell 94% in last 100 years

● Next generation nuclear might power the 
world for 1000yrs using existing waste 
stockpiles



7. Literacy

● Literacy is the capacity to acquire even more capacity
● 200 years ago, 12% could read; today, 86%
● India: increased from 12% to 74% since 1947
● With longer life, education is more valuable



8. Freedom ● All cultures have used slaves
● Existed in almost all 

countries in 1800
● 1834 slavery abolished in 

British colonies
● Now formally banned 

everywhere, but 35M people 
still live in slave-like 
conditions



9. Equality

● In a world that values productivity and reason, race matters little
● Women’s rights are individual rights
● Gay rights 
● “For the first time governments are protecting equality and the right to love 

anyone, and bigots can no longer be certain of the help, or even silent 
acceptance, of major communities.”



10. The next generation
● Rising income meant parents did 

not depend on child labour
● Routine jobs were mechanized
● Children could attend school
● Parents will remove their children 

from work as soon as they no 
longer risk starvation

● Trade creates new jobs and 
higher incomes

● 2000-2012: 40% reduction for 
girls and 25% for boys



 10-year old girl today vs 200 years ago

● More likely to reach retirement than forebear was to reach age 5
● In the poorest country today, has better nutrition than the richest in the past
● Lower chance of experiencing war than any generation in history
● Will never hear of a major famine... anywhere!



People get it wrong - consistently

British poll - is the world getting better or worse?

71% Worse

18% Not changing

6% Don’t know

5% Better
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